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David Oliver: Four riders of the NHS apocalypse
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The NHS faces an existential crisis. Last week, four news stories
foretold its apocalypse. Think of them as the four horse riders
from the Book of Revelation.1

On 11 October Chris Hopson, chief of NHS Providers, told the
Commons health select committee that England’s 44
sustainability and transformation plans (STPs) seemed
unrealistic and vastly overambitious, even to their authors.
Drafted under excessive pressure, these plans were “at risk of
blowing up.”2 Hopson’s earlier written evidence had warned of
financial shortfalls and rising demand and costs, making even
current service levels unsustainable.3

The plans are multi-agency blueprints for localities with an
average population of 1.2 million,4 promoted by NHS England
as vehicles to reconfigure sustainable health and care services
and improve patient outcomes, but with a clear focus on
delivering savings.5 They are newborns, yet initial plans are
somehow expected by 21 October.
Notionally, the plans are all about local innovation and
leadership, but NHS England bosses have issued heavy handed
“planning guidance” and overall financial targets.6 Many of the
geographical areas were already in serious financial deficit when
planning began.7

Rider number two galloped in on 13 October, when the Care
Quality Commission issued its State of Care report.8 Usually
inclined to eschew politics or arguing for resources, the CQC
broke rank to emphasise that sustained cuts in social care, set
out in recent reports from the King’s Fund and the National
Audit Office,9 10 were now dangerously affecting acute care.
The Society for AcuteMedicine told the BBC that performance
problems this summer rivalled those of last winter.11

The third, deeply sinister rider evaded mainstream media, but
theHealth Service Journal broke the news on 14 October. NHS
England had written to leaders instructing them that their plans
should ensure that “the public have a good understanding of
proposed changes.”12 Its communications lead, Roger Davidson,
reportedly said that plans should explain how they would
“strengthen primary care, improve secondary care, achieve
success targets and create financial sustainability.”12 No
challenge there, then.

The NHSwould receive no additional funding beyond
the “additional £10bn” promised

The fourth rider hit the press on 15 October.13 The Guardian
reported that the bosses of NHS England (Simon Stevens) and
NHS Improvement (Jim Mackey) had been told in a private
meeting in September with the prime minister, Theresa May,
that in the chancellor’s autumn statement in November the NHS
would receive no additional funding beyond the (widely
contested)14 “additional £10bn” it had already been promised
in this parliament. This will mean annual increases of 0.6% or
less from 2017—despite rising demand and costs of activity, as
well as existing deficits.15

In these four stories we see four harbingers of the NHS’s last
judgment. It’s the stuff of nightmares.
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